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AEXEAS AT THE HATE OF THE AETHER WOOF!)

Before coming to discuss the descending of Aeneas to the nether 
world, we must recall that Aeneas is called by the ghost of his father 
Anehises in a night's dream to come to him. in general, history o f litera
ture holds this phenomenon also one o f the parallel motives of one o f 
Homer's passages, p?z. Circe sends Odysseus to the nether world (Od. X), 
ranging it among the parallel structural and content elements between 
the Homeric epics and the Aeneis.' However, we can mention even two 
such examples, which not only formally resemble to this motive o f the 
Aeneis, but agree with it in a much more essential point.- The first ex
ample is the drama o f Aeschylus entitled Persians, where similarly the 
dead father foretells the future to his son. Thus, not only the family re
lations, but also the fact of the foretelling is nearer to the compositional 
method o f the Aeneis. The other work, the motive o f which is not only 
related to the scene of the Aeneis but also an archetype of it, is the Som- 
nium Scipionis of Cicero, where the thoughts of Scipio Minor were occupied 
the whole day by his dead father, and thus his appearance in the dream 
of his son is a regular psychological phenomenon. In the same way the 
sphere o f thought of Aeneas is occupied by the obsequies arranged in the 
memory of Anehises who had died one year before. Thus the psychologi
cal trick learnt from Cicero is used by Vergil in his work with justice. The 
dead Anehises, who prescribing the tasks to be performed by his son. 
with his speech taking place in a dream points towards the Vlth Canto, 
where he outlines in the nether world all the future achievements of the 
whole Roman people in an elevated vision. In the dream the father ad
vises his son to take the Cumaean Sibylla as his guide. Aeneas sailing 
towards Cumae visits the Apollo sanctuary of Delphi to ask for advice 
from the Sibylla. At first the prophetess draws up the future to Aeneas 
with the usual obscure pictures, then upon the definite questions o f the 
hero she tells how he can get to the nether world. The series of events 
preceding the descent and offering already numerous problems, goes as 
far as this.



The first striking occurrence is that the Sibylla is characterized by 
Vergil with tt)e words o f Aeneas as foiiows (117—18):

. . . po/c.s www/wc o/ww?w, 
we<yw?<ywuw; / 7/cco/e porc/cf?/ yl¿'erw/.s.

Mints the priestess of the Deiphian Apollo was stationed by Hecate for 
the custody of the grove at the Avernian lake, p?'2. the goddess of Sibylla 
is Hecate. The most pregnant wording o f the relation is given in these 
two lines, but clear hints are made also before, 9— 13:

A/ p?'w.s /1 r aces' w/rc.s. ya//nv.s' rd/tas* Hpo?/o 
p/'we.sw/c/, Aorrc/idMCt/Me procw/
uw/rw/w pc///, cw/ mctdc/a wM/w?̂ WM/wc
Def/ws Pi.sp/ru/ cw/c.s, upcr//yMcy///w/'u.
/row .S'M&'/od 7'r/v/ue /wfo.s u/ywc owrcw /cr/w. . .

Beside Apollo's place of cult is the cave of his priestess Sibyiia. There is 
not yet anything strange in tins. However, direct beside this they saw 
thegrovesofTrivia. Trivia, as a goddess standing near to Apollo, could 
also be Diana becoming identical with Hecate, just as in the next passage 
that divine power appears under this name which can be either of the 
goddesses (35 — 36):

a/ywe ¿/M% P/ioe&Z 7b/w/acywc sacerdoH. . .
De/pAo&e (dawc?. . .

Thus Sibylla is in the service of the goddes named Trivia and of Apollo. 
Aeneas will also offer sacrifices and set temples similarly to these two 
deities, if his wanderings will come to an end. The duality in the person 
of Trivia is abolished by the line already quoted above, w/2..* MYY/M/yww/w 
(wc/s //eca/e prwc/cc// Hperw/s. . .

We are faced with a strange cult, v/2 ..' in the environment of lake 
Avernus the sanctuaries of Apollo and Hecate stand side by side, and 
Sibylla is the common priestess o f the two. The strangeness of the cult 
consists in the fact that the Homans, but even the Greeks o f the classical 
period, did not feel Hecate to be a deity standing near to Apolio. The 
female partner o f Apollo is everywhere Artemis-Diana. The fact that in 
the cult at lake Avernus the arrowing goddes stands by no means on the 
side of Phoebus is shown not only by the usage o f name — after all on 
account of the wide-spread Hecate-Artemis identification Diana was 
frequently called Trivia in Home —, (in Lucretius even Iphigenia is sac
rificed on the altar of Trivia in Auks), but the main features of the goddes 
definitely to be called Hecate are also accurately differentiated and 
sharply outlined in the whole canto. And already two problems have been 
raised:

1) What commonness of cult is there in Cumae between Apollo and 
Hecate, and why is Sibylla the common priestess of them two?

2) How does Sibylla get to the entrance of the nether world, and 
then together with Aeneas to the nether world?
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Let us take things one by one. The coming into existence o f the com
monness of cult of the two deities is analysed by Norden.** The cult of 
Apollo was taken by the Chalchidians led by a dove sent by
Apollo from their native country to Cumae. The appearance of the name 
Deiphobe suggests that together with the cult o f Apollo, the sea god 
Glaucus also came over here, whose prophesying talent was inherited by 
his daughter. The name Deiphobe was preserved in religious conscious
ness and passed to Sibylla who came over much later. This Deiphobe- 
Sibvlla is the common priestess o f Apollo and Hecate. Therefore it is pre
sumed by Haas'* that the common cult had come already from Colchis. 
The idea o f the common cult existing in advance is refuted by Norden 
with the fact that the places o f cult arc not situated directly side by side. 
In fact, Apollo resides on the castle hill o f Cumae, while Sibylla goes there 
only to prophesy and dwells in the Hecate cave at lake Avernus. The lo
cation o f her dwelling place was made on the basis o f the line Hecate 
pray/cc?i! dpcrw?'#, and this assumption is supported by line 211, whe
re Aeneas takes the golden bough found at lake Avernus first to the

CocchiaS wants to solve the duality o f Sibylla's dwelling place 
and oracle by presuming the existence o f an underground passage be
tween the two pints and the priestess would communicate through this 
tunnel between «her home and her working place». (The ironization was 
inspired by the ingenious — however not to be taken serious — proposi
tion o f Cocchia.) The difference in space o f the two places of cult is not 
removed by the spanning o f the distance, even if the communication 
takes place invisibly, in the underground. The conception o f Norden, 
supported by data from antique authors, appears to be much more likely, 
than Cocchia's assertion unable to produce any proof. When the Colchians 
arrived in Cumae, they found here an ancient pzrreior x?%r«or (Strab. 
5,224, Liv. 24,12,4), which belonged to an old earth goddess, who on ac
count of her nearness to the Avernus was identified by them Hecate, in 
consequence of her — that time already unambigously — infernal character. 
Just because of the prophesying function of the goddess, she was brought 
by them into cultic community with the similarly prophesying Apollo 
coming with them, for whom however they built a new sanctuary.

Thus the formation o f the cultic community o f the two deities can 
be explained with their common sphere of action. However, the prophesy
ing character of the goddes of the ancient manteion chthonion became 
already very dim in the Hecate image o f the classical period, and 
only the belonging to the nether world was felt to be a quality character
istic o f the goddes in the first place. Thus the relation o f Sibylla, as a 
common priestess, to the prophesying god Apollo is obvious just by the 
ability of prophesying, but the belonging to Hecate requires still further 
explanation. Now the question can be raised, whether she is not only 
therefore the priestess of the goddes because Virgil, like a learned poet, 
wanted to revive in Hecate the prophesying ability dimmed already for 
a long time?
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We must give an denying answer. The learned Vergil found two im
portant possibilities of connection between Hecate and Sibylla, the first 
of which, the one known better, is that Sibylla herself has also to do 
with the nether world." This becomes clear especially when she is mention
ed by Varro (quoted Lactantius. Div. Inst. 1,0) under the name Cimme
ria. This Cimmeria has no relation with the wordlv Cimmerians, this name 
belongs to a «small)) or eventually a «gigantic!) people, which accord
ing to Homer lives in eternal mist at the entrance of the nether world. It 
is the name of that people about which Strabo says that it prophesied 
future just in the neighbourhood of Cumae. Varro himself distinguishes 
this Cimmeria from the Sibylla living in Cumae, in whose realm is placed 
the scene of the \ 1th Canto and hereby the culminating point of the whole 
Aencis too, where the past tense o f the epic work shifts over to the future. 
This is predicted in Canto V by the mention of Sibylla. Otherwise, Cimme
ria was identified also with another female figure with a prophesving 
talent, r?'s. the typically Italian Muse,? Carmcnta or Carmentis. This fact 
is important in the prophesying, future-showing tendency of the Acncis 
from two points of view. On the one hand, it is just Fuandcr, son of Car- 
menta, who is described by the epic first among the future heroes, and 
on the other hand. Carmenta herself prophesies about the future heroes. 
The reason for this can be explained in several ways, t?2. either so that 
Vergil accepted the Carmcnta-Sibylla identification, or he accepted Si
bylla's priority in time as against Horner, even if not as a scientifically 
established thesis, but at any rate as a tradition which corresponded to 
his poetical plans. Finally, he knew the Sibylla-prophecies about Aeneas. 
Thus we can see that not only prophesying but also belonging to the ne
therworld is associated with thecharactorofSibylla dominating the futur 
ity of the Aeneis. And if we take into consideration that Pytho, the monst
er killed by Apollo, who originally had been the prophesying deity pre 
ceding Apollo," is serpentiform and that the serpent shape is the property 
o f the earth spirit, which earth spirit has the power of prophesying, then 
the serpent shape becomes characteristic also o f the prophesying demons, 
flic infernal, funeral character o f the prophesying «lemon Pytho is also 
shown by her name.' it is derived from the word to rot .
The infernal, spiritual meaning o f the serpent shape is analysed by Pohdc 
in detail. Here we give only one more example, t'?*3 . Aeneas (Acn. H4-S4 
and 95) beholds a serpent coming forth:

scp/e?n i'HycH.s yyros, .S'cp/cm oofMnn'Mu /maT/. . . 

and he cannot decide what this phenomenon is:

/Hccr/M.s (oct/'/MMfM/nHe purcnV/g
c&xe p?dr/. . .

The deity o f the Cumaean manteion chthonion could be, an infernal and 
prophesying earth spirit of similar character, and if we realize that the 
lethal existence is an essential condition of prophesying, and consequ
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ently the two concepts are closely interconnected — especially in the 
philosophy o f the Aeneis adopting the Pythagorean metempsychosis, 
where the dead Anchises is jnst therefore able to show the future to 
Aeneas because its realixers are already living in the nether world, so 
Aeneas has to descend to the nether world just to find out the future —, 
then Xorden's explanation regarding the connection of Hecate with this 
manteion chthonion becomes even more convincing. In the religion of the 
Romans, Hecate is in the first place an enchantress. However, the god
dess of magic lias also to do with prophesying, not only because the pre
requisite of both function is the lethal community with the nether world, 
but also because a considerable part o f the enchantments, especially 
the awakening of the dead, is done just for the sake o f finding out the 
future. Thus for example in the Persae Atossa makes the spirit o f the 
dead Darius to be conjured up in order to learn the fate o f Xerxes, and 
Lucian's magician also asks for the consent and blessings of the deceased 
father marriage of a young couple. Therefore, it is logical that the in
fernal goddess supporting predicts has a priestess standing near to the 
nether world and having a talent for prophesying.

The second connecting link brings again to the surface an important 
ancient Hecate property forced under consciousness in the course of time. 
Sibvila leads Aeneas into the nether work! just conjuring up Hecate and 
offering sacrifice to her. The descent to the nether world is compared by 
Xorden with Lucian's Xecyomantia,'" where upon the calling of Hecate 
bv the enchantress a er/to-px arises in the earth, from where the spirits 
come forth. According to Herényi" the comparison is not fortunate from 
several points of view. On the one hand, because in Vergil's work the 
entrance is an already existing aperture, the .spe/t/arn. On the other hand. 
Xorden is not correct also in saying that the tacrifice of Aeneas is at the 
same time also the magic opening the nether world, since in fact the spe- 
lunca is open. Herényi feels that the passage of the (Orphic) Argonautica 
is much more obvious

.. J.&H'TO V oyig:
x/.fóba')!' ueyceécn', éré V rmare /bonca

e a e c p e ro c ? , A w /  -ió 's ro  V  M/.uc, d c e p rJ r .

In this text Medea forces Hecate and her swarm with a sacrifice to come 
forth, for whom the gates open at the wall o f the sacred grove, and thus 
the lovers can also enter. The picture is strikingly identical, the
mouthofthecaveopcnsto Heeatearrivingthereupon the prayer of Sibylla 
also with Vergil, and the goddess — not like with Lucian, w here she comes 
up from the nether world together with the spirits — is staying about 
the entrance of the cave waiting to be able to enter. Thus we see that the 
open mouth o f the cave is not yet enough for Aeneas to enter the cave. In 
fact, if it w ould be possible to enter, then why was it necessary to compel 
the goddess to ? However, front the comparison of the two passages the 
rite is clear in the case of Medea as well as in that o f Sibylla, p?2..* one can 
eakv the closed realm o f the nether world only itt the called upt presence
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of the goddess waiting <?M/s?We the gate. (We find also another striking si- 
miiarity between Medea anti the Sibylla ufs..- Medea puts the drake to 
sleep with her magic devices, just like Sibylla does it with Cerberus.) The 
Hecate o f Kerenyi's explanation is the direct continuation of that ancient 
deity concept , the first trace o f which can be found in Miletos of Asia Mi
nor. The name o f the goddess can be read first on the bustrophedon in
scription carved on the round altar in the sanctuary of the Delphinian 
Apollo in Miletos A3

'Aot?pa?. . . .
..../!

rtpur C-C 
pi c-n'Te? d- 
rgAexer ryxdryt

The text is the usual sacrifical offering; in itself it does not say anything. 
However, it is a much more important fact that the round altar stood in 
Apollo's sanctuary, because this means that the cults o f Apollo and Heca
te had been closely interconnected already in a very ancient time. We 
also have evidence to the effect that this connection was preserved for a 
long time in the Delphinian sanctuary. In the 1st century a certain Pau 
sanias sets a round altar to H eca te .Th e  law o f the molpoi, which is 
originating from the 5th century H. ( and which is preserved in a copy 
originating from the 1st century, also points to the connection o f their 
cults. Its original's ^as dated by Nilsson'" to 44S B.

xaZ apyorrm u? UTEy'iU'pyJp'M /Zrgip /If/.yfpZcn'/ arm
apmrgpcur drapidygru; xai xpyrypZ.Ta; r utrapa,. xu/ yc/./.oi yeporrai duo xa< 
r/derai ?tap' 'Axurpi* r/)r Trpdodrr rrr A'-tr gure/zygroi xuZ MxpyTpt xaraoiierdere, 
o d' erepo? g? d/dt/yo err; ¿Zupai r/derm. racra de yroiyuarrgg gpyorrai ryr odor 

yi/areidr yg/p; ¿txpo, dr:' dxoo dr del dptyto. xaZ 7ra:a<pẐ gra: rrpMror rrao' 
'Axdry ry yrododer r:o/.Aor rcapd ler i tg:...

Thus on the way to Didvma two gylloi have to be deposited, one them 
wreathed and sprinkled with unmixed wine rrxp ' Axar y r T?)r rrpdon̂ gr rttv-gor 
and the other at the gate at the end o f the road leading to Didyma: grrt 
#upa;. During the depositing o f the first one the first paean should be 
tuned up. About the paean we know that it is the most characteristic 
hymn to Apollo, and the fact that it is sung here to Hecate points to the 
close association of the cults. They are interconnected in the same way 
by the yy/Zot, because we have no data to the effects that they would 
have been offered also to other deities besides these two gods. Thus, 
we do not have to do with a sacrifice due to all gods. In Milet the denomi
nation yyZZo; appears once again in a sacrificial calendar: they arc offered 
(garsAygrot) also there to these two deities. Searching for the mean
ing of the word yyZZog, we do not iind it in this form in the ancient lexi
cons. Both «Suidasu and Hesychios know a yyZZn.s, which was very
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likely a military haversack. This, however, cannot have much to do with 
the Miletan cult. Rehm*? presumably relies upon this datum when he 
asserts that the yy//ot have to be identified with the yy?/os, and even if it 
does not mean a military haversack, at any rate it represents a basket 
filled with sacrificial gifts. However, Nilsson's assumption seems to be 
more correct. He relates theyy&n to Apollo's attribute Hyytetts, and thus 
also with the dyvtd, the street itself. According to this assumption the 
yyMof are stone blocks and the stone block is originally Apollo. This as
sumption is supported by Nilsson with the stone cults very frequent in 
this region. He reminds us that the ancient hermaions were stone heaps, 
and the role of the pillar developed from the stone heap can be found all 
through in the Hermes cult. The stone heap dedicated to Hermes could 
be, on the one hand, a road mark, and on the other hand it could serve as 
an GpoP'oyo'o;? to avoid the dangers lurking on the road. Similar pillars 
dedicated to Apollo can be found on a large number o f coins found in 
Milet and its environment. These pillars were set up in front of the houses 
and served to protect them. Just like the pillar o f Hermes consisted ori
ginally o f stones, similarly the pillar dedicated to Apollo could also be 
originally a stone block. Nilsson attaches great importance to the fact that 
even the most ancient stones dedicated to Apollo were worked as contrast
ed with the naturalness o f the stones dedicated to Hermes. Thus Harpocra- 
tion:

'.¿lyotd?* d y etiè?  dé écrit xt'tor et? d^v A y y o r, di< tu idut 7100 icôr t?upcw, tutor? dé 
a v io o ?  yatrtr etrat //Atoo, ot dé /Itoréooo, ot de ctpyotr.

andSchol. in Aristoph. Vesp. 175:

7M0 Ttôr dvocôr édo? tJ/o? xtorct? et? o^è A yyorra?  oj? d^eéj'oxor? tdyretr et? it- 
/tt/!' '/iTtd/./.Mro? dyotéco?.

Nilsson does not mention, what can be the reason o f the difference, al
though I  feel that in this seemingly insignificant mot if the differring charac
ters o f the two gods are expressed, lu fact the hermaion is always placed 
on the road, on the earth not worked by human hand, while the pillar 
dedicated to Apollo stands always before the house created by man, more 
exactly before the gate o f the house. (Hesvchios:

/lyt.'tit'?' d ytod icor dt'pd)!' éoTcà? /Icytd? é<< uy<//tct?u x/ctro?.

«Suidasr) also knows it similarly:

dyotaé iJ ir  d' d r' ot 7taod rot? 'H iT txot? Aeyo/terot dyotet? ot 7tod icôr otxttôr 
(ico/tot̂ .

Hermes, therefore, is first of all the protector of the roads (later on, as 
the protector also o f the urban roads, he becomes at the same time also 
the custodian of the houses o f the city, and thus ntoo;rd/.Kto?"k but
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essoitially he is stilt a ged walking in  the reads, p?2..' yroAio?). A])ollo, 
on the other hand, is a Aapsuô , gate protecting god. who has onlv that 
much to do with the road that he stands outside the house, on the road, 
hut does not walk on it. \Y. F. Otto interprets both functions, the /Aynwos 
ami the oyy?e;/.s as functions of purificative character, because the god 
[unifies the roads and the houses behind the gates from the ghosts. Thus 
he harmonizes aiso these two characters wit)) the function of Apollo hetd 
by him to be the most important one, r?*2 . the safeguarding of purity 
expressed aiso by the name Phoebus.--

The stone piiiar standing in front of t tie gate ieads us back to Hecate, 
since it) fact thegy//o/ have to be [¡laced outside the gate aiso for tier. Thus 
Hecate aiso gets into connection with the gate, but it scons that her 
function is not idonticai with that o f Apoiio. Apoiio is Thvraios, gate 
protector, but there are noteworthy items < f evidence to the effect that 
he not oniy defends the gate but tie iiimseif is aiso: a gate. Hrozny-3 in 
his famous paper, in the wordgrnup ap pa ii u na-as o f the Hittite texts 
written with hierogiyphs, beiieves to have discovered the god name Apu- 
iunas of Asia Hinor, ami regards this as the prototype of the Greek Apoiio. 
The idea is suggested to Hrozny already by the phonetic form, but the 
function < f the pillars bearing the texts, ¿ /2. the gate protection, inspires 
him straight to derive the word from the Assyro-Babylonian word c/m/a 
gate . 1 bus Apuiunas is a gate protecting god. according to Hroznv the 

gate itself, who in all probability can be identified with Apollo. Thus the 
(unction of Apollo as a gate cat) tie foliowed from Babylon, through the 
Hittitos',up to Alilet. 1 his supports the gate function o f Hecate only inas
much as if Apoiio is a gate and Hecate appears toget her with him in the same 
cult, then it is likely that she is also a goddess of some related character. 
Already the rite of the placing o f the <yy//o?' itself clearly shows that the 
idea o) being a gate is not of more roc-ent origin wit It Iter either than with 
Apollo. 1 his is shown also by the fact that in the inscription A. Coi. V. 
published by Hrczny (also to lie road on a stone block standing before a 
gate) thero is an ideogram read by Hroznv as He. and this is heid by 
him the abbreviation of the ideogram Hcpatu. Kraus-' docs not believe 
possible that the form Hecate could be traced back to this form, although 
on account o f the existence of the agreement p —/- among the certain 
Grctk dialects, Barnett-^ regards the form Hecate the Lydian diaiecta! 
form o f the name Hepat.

According to these Hecate is originally a gate goddess, but her 
character differs (rom that of Apollo. Apollo has one stone pillar in front 
of the house, for Hecate, two stone btocks have to be placed, e?3. one be
fore starting the journey, at the gate of the place of set-off. and another 
one 0)1 the arrival, at the gate there, i find the difference essentia), ?'/,?. 
Apoiio protects the house, while Hecate symbolizes: the place of the set- 
oli and the place of arrival. This also indicates that the ancient Greeks 
distinguished between the protecting function and the function of let
ting through, or of the two worlds connecting-separating of the gate. And 
if. taking this into consideration, we can infer that Hecate's essential
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character is the leading from one world into the other, then we can see in 
it the antecedents and the explanation o f the later form of the goddess. 
Summing up the difference between the gate and the road functions of 
the Hermes-Apollo-Hecate, we can say that Hermes is the god o f walking 
on the road (and only later the god of arrival or o f the gate); Apollo, in 
front of the house gate, is the god standing on the road and protecting 
the house; while Hecate is the goddess o f the character o f the gate lead
ing from the one world into the other, separating the one from the other.

The stone block placed before the gate has to be wreathed and has 
to be sprinkled with pure wine. This rite is brought by Eitrem-'' into 
connection with the evil-avoiding character o f the gate and the threshold. 
The pure wine would point to an earlier blood sacrifice, in which the gate 
was sprinkled with blood for the sake o f conciliation. Wilamowitx-Moel- 
lendorf-? says that the function of the dog sacrifices, known in Alilet and 
the Hellespontus from the 7th century, is similar to this rite. They are 
explained by Xilsson-s with the fact that in the Greek conception the 
dog was worthless and despised animal and it was used exclusivelv as a 
conciliatory-purificative sacrifice. Nilsson does not hold the rite an im
purity-transfer. I  also arrived at the conclusion that the dog held to be
long to the world o f the dead — on account o f its roaming among the 
dead — was felt to be somehow associated with the gate-Hecate leading 
to the other world and thus also to the beyond. The dog is the sacrificial 
animal o f Hecate just because of the similarity between their characters. 
The free movement of the dog between the worlds o f the living and the 
dead can be read in numerous myths. Part o f the myths especially sires? 
its infernal character, for example we can see the Egyptian Anubis on 
the one hand beside the dead body of Osiris: pMfr (i. e. Osiris) perCyuo- 
cep/fda??? (Porphyrins: Div. Inst. Ep. IS. /Pvon//), and on the
other hand he is the only one who ventures to approach the killed Apis, 
and he even eats o f his body:

de An/'/leone Tor '.Hr')- dre/orT.^ xai p/yarro;, d/J,' ?/ /rdro; o xdcor, dmo/eae 
TO TMidroi gtra< xai //a/.'OTa T'/.da'An nor erep'or t'p'or.

(Plut.: De Iside et Osiride 44.) However, even Plutarch himself does not 
know only the infernal side of Anubis, since he writes at the same place 
that the dog-Anubis is o f double character:
xai yao o xdror ypi/ra' rp d'yet roxTd  ̂re xa< '//repag d/ro/a)?.

This is why his mother. Xcphthys, who earl rd ixid yijr xai diyare?, shares 
him with her sister, Isis, because:

de TO v?rep T?)r yi/r xat yarepor.

This «amphibiousness') is felt also by Plutarch to be common exactly 
with Hecate:

ravTT/r eyg'r doxet Trap' Aiyortn'o^ r?/r ddra/nr o "/lroo/$i?, o?ar 'AxaT?? Trap' 
"A'AAr/o't, x'Mrto? a<r ogod xat 'OAv/rTno$.

4  A NX ALES — Sectio Ciassica — Tomus i.
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Eusebius, on the other hand, knows about the identification with the 
other Greek god descending to the nether work! and leading up from 
there and mentions this «semi-Greek)) god by the name Hermanubis: 
Praep. evang. 3, 11, 43.) And as imagination lias set a gate into the en
trance of the nether world, frequently dog-shaped monsters are the cu
stodians o f these gates. Besides the Greek Cerberus we know also Egyp
tian cvnocephalous demons, pfs. in the interesting book of. L. KakosyS" 
one o f the gate-guarding demons of the nether world has the head of this 
animal on its anthropomorphic body and holds a key in its hand. Hie key 
as the symbol of the gate appears also in the cult o f Hecate, who preserv- 

.cd also her gate-function surviving meanwhile in Asia Minor as a great 
goddess. Standing in Aphrodisias pointed out a cult in which the priests 
are the priests rrporrn/.eM? rig Kraus si describes a cult from
Lagina in which two kinds of priestly offices are dedicated to Hecate, 
?*?'2. the eunuchs, uegrwrxroi take care of the sacred grove, while a few 
women perform the function o f xAeidoyopog. HalxfekP- holds this only 
a templekcy holding and temple opening duty. To me, however, it seems 
to be more likely that here the key is the symbol o f Hecate herself, of the 
gate. This is the more likely as in later periods Hecate herself is also add
ressed as key-bearer, t'?2. rrxrrcg x&rgor x/rnSoc/or arxucxr in the 
first Orphic hymn dedicated to Hecate, and in the second Orphic hymn 
dedicated not without anly lesson to Prothyraia, u;2 . /7po#apKtx, xikt- 
6oux - the close sequence of the two goddesses also points to the not ex- 
plieitely declared but clearly felt relationship of the two. Line No. 1395 
o f the famous magic papyrus No. IV  from late antiquity gives this attri
bute already to Persephone, identified with Heeate, and what ¡seven more 
exciting for us, in the same passage Anubis also appears as x/.ei§ot?%o?. 
The gate, symbolized with its accessory, the key, is unambigously the 
connecting —separating factor between the realms of life and death, and 
if front the Miletan rite we conclude the nature of Hecate as a wandering 
one between the two realms, then we can see that this ancient function 
is always hidden in the dept!) of the later Hecate conception, coloured 
though with many differring features. This is why she is accompanied ail 
the time o f the Greek religion by the dog as the animal most characterist
ic o f her. This is why she becomes in the Homeric Demeter-ttymn the 
goddess leading down to the nether world and bringing up from there in 
the kathodos and anodos of Korc. And finally this is why she becomes 
the mistress of the triodos, leading wit It one branch always to the nether 
work). 8o in all these places her most essential characteristic is that she 
stavs only temporarily both in the nether world and on the earth, and 
usuallv she dwells about the gate separating the two worlds.

Kerenvi, just in connection with the VJth Canto oi the Aeneis, does 
not call this place o f abode a gate but a walPb separating the living from 
the dead. It is also in itself a world o f spirits, where the spirits are freely 
moving about. He demonstrates the wait-tike conception of the border 
separating the two worlds on the basis ol the Latin Oro/s <  urreo and 
on the basis of an Old Icelandic phrase. We, however (just on account of
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a certain relation between the gate and the wall, but stiH holding the gate 
a closer conception), can apply also Kerenyi's examples on the gate. The 
UrcMS-arceo means in theTirst place keeping, and the fact the gate has an 
apotropaeic role, has already been discussed by us in connection with 
Apollo Thvraios. Kerenyi quotes also a Pausanias passage to prove the 
wall theory (Paus. 5, 20, 3):

¿¿yorurr ¿7?' WT?) ^ x / e e b j rot' ^a/oty/rro!' . re e.Te roe ///oe-
Tiaroi Tiai e)$ erturewo' oe&i? r<? Merou.
But it requires no further argument to show that the gate, and not the 
wall, has to be opened with the key, and we have also discussed the gate- 
Hecate character o f the key. In the Orphic Argonautica, mentioned by 
Kerenyi as a passage resembling most to Vergil, also gates open upon the 
arrival of Hecate. Thus the goddess is waiting beside the separating bord
er, in our opinion beside the gate. Upon calling she appears, but at her 
appearance the nether world does not open, thus she comes from outside 
just like those who called her. Her gradual approaching is announced by 
the louder and louder barking o f the dogs. Thus Hecate called o ff from 
the border can be seen in the company o f dogs before a journey to be 
undertaken from the upper world to the nether world:

. . cnHCR Mbdwe per
advewtHwte Dea. . . (Verg. Aen. 6, 257)

The Sibylla conjured up Hecate for Aeneas to enter the nether world, 
and the entering o f the three of them through the mouth o f the cave rais
es one more problem. According to Norden the difference in the composi
tion o f the descent to the nether world and o f the coming up from there 
is in the structure o f the Vlth Canto of the Aeneis contradictory. In fact, 
Aeneas gets to the threshold o f the nether world in the way described 
above, v?3. through the mouth o f the cave. From here he gets farther only 
at midnight (535 ff.), when Sibylla tells that their paths will part. Norden 
interprets this statement that midnight is the time when the dead have 
to go up to the earth, and at the same time also the anabasis o f the living 
has to take place. At this point we again have to support Kerenyi's stand
point, according to whom the hour of spirits means for Aeneas that he 
can pass through the entrance of the nether world towards its interior. 
We try to prove our opinion with two statements: on the one hand, Ae
neas goes only hereafter to Anchises and thus it is not at all the anabasis 
that follows, and on the other hand, Hecate, thus Sibylla personifying the 
characteristics o f Hecate, can help only at the passing from the one world 
to the other. So the mistress o f the nether world is not she but Persephone, 
what is also shown by the circumstance that the golden bough has to be 
given not to Hecate but to her. Thus the anodos o f Aeneas does not take 
place in the hour of spirits, but only later. This going up is said by Norden 
to be contradictory, because Aeneas gets back to the earth through the 
dream crater, instead o f going away throught the same gate through 
which he had come. Kerenyi solves the question saying that dream is the 
simplest way of passing from life to death and from death to life. He
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brings it into connection with the apocalyptic visions, which always end 
with waking up. We accept tins, but we also complete Kerényi's stand
point with an idea.

Not only therefore can Vergil choose the waking up from a dream as 
a way of the going up, because this is the simplest solution, but he could 
decide to insert this new element also from an aesthetic point o f view. 
After all, if Aeneas ought to depart through the same gate, then he ought 
to walk through the whole nether world again, for example he ought to 
meet Dido again, etc. This would render the whole canto cirumstantial 
and copious. The meeting again with Dido would definitely be disagre- 
able for Aeneas, and even if this solution would not deprive Vergil o f the 
possibility to describe the dream crater and the Lethe — in fact he could 
have slightly touched them — it would deprive him of a beautiful homage 
to his master, Cicero, from whose work he could adopt not only the psy
chological motif mentioned above as perseveration o f Aeneas is growing 
into a dream but also the moment of awakening from the dream, with 
which his favourite reading, the Somnium Scipionis comes to an end.
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